Department:  The Thrift Store (Benefitting the Club for Boys)

Department Head:  Jeanni Gossard or Carri Redmond

Department Location Building name and Room No:  319 N 3rd St.

Department Telephone No:  605-341-8878

Number of Positions to be filled:  1

Average number of hours per week each student would be expected to work:  Not more than 20

Specific qualifications or experience (i.e. Computer Science majors):

Have a willingness to learn, good attitude, excellent people skills, & an above average work ethic. Has to be able to stand for long periods of time.

Specific duties:

We have varied assignments in the work that we do, so it would be a mixture of work skills. It could be cashier, working with our Literary Arts Processor, working on our processing dock, help do donation pick ups. We try and put people where they are the most comfortable and will excel in what area we put them in.